
Audio Editing



Audio Editing - Setting up a 
premiere project

Ordinarily we would be editing audio as 
part of video in Premiere. 

Today however, although Premiere isn’t 
a dedicated audio editing software 
we’ll be editing audio here as it works 
well and will familiarise you with 
Premiere.  

You can also do decent basic audio 
editing in premiere. For more complex 
audio edits try audition. 



Audio Editing - Setting up a 
premiere project

We’d recommend having two 
dedicated portable external drives to 
edit your IMMJ premiere projects. 
You will work from one and use the 
other for back ups. Try two different 
colours to make things easy.



Audio Editing - Contents
Organising 
Importing 
Cutting 
Layering 
Smoothing 
Filters 
Exporting 
(Importing images)



Audio Editing - Setting up a 
premiere project
▪ Create a Master Project Folder with a 

logical title 
▪ Create individual folders for each asset 

type Video, images, audio. Today is just 
audio. 





Audio Editing – Organising assets  

As with pictures and video you’ll need a 
systemised archive. 
Plug in your audio recorder or card reader 
Copy the files into a new Master Project 
Folder in your archive (of course you 
should be backing up your archive 
regularly) 
Listen through and voice label each clip, 
you should have a reference at the 
beginning each file 
Make sure you label your room tone for 
your interviews and VO too. (We’ll discuss 
at the end)



NEVER DELETE
Never delete the files until you have 
finished working and backed 
everything up



Workflow



Organising your assets
▪ Now, we’ll also add a ‘project’ folder 

this is where our editing software file sits 
▪ Organised assets and project easily 

moved/backed up



Organising your assets
Premiere does not import your assets it 
links to them 

If you import files from various places 
and then move the files premiere will 
not be able to find them 

If you want to come back to a project 
at a later date you’ll need to keep 
things organised



Assets Organised
▪ Once all your assets are organised 

correctly its time to start a premiere 
project 

▪ Keeping this structure will make 
backing up and your workflow much 
easier



New Project
▪ Click new project tab



Name: Give a name.  
Location: Browse & save to your project 
folder in you master project folder 
Everything else: Don’t touch!





Make a new sequence







Sequence Preset (Video) Will 
work fine for audio too

▪ Many options for all 
devices 

▪ For DSLR choose 
Digital SLR 

▪ Choose frame size you 
shot at (1080p) 

▪ Choose correct frame 
rate 

▪ Frame size and rate 
MUST be the same as 
capture video



Sequence Preset
If you are ever unsure what format you 
captured your audio /video in, choose 
anything 
You can then check the footage specs 
within premiere and make a new 
sequence accordingly



Set Up 
▪ Video editing programs look 

daunting but once you 
understand the basics it’s quite 
straight forward. 

▪ Most editing software works in the 
same way 

▪ Workspace is split into five main 
sections



Workspace





Project Panel
▪ The Project panel 

is where all your 
assets are found 



Media Browser/ Effects



Source Monitor
▪ Preview 

Clips 
▪ Make 

simple edits 
before 
adding to 
timeline 

▪ Located in 
the middle 
of the 
workspace



Project Monitor
▪ Shows the 

edited 
video from 
the timeline  

▪ Located 
top right on 
the 
workspace



Time line

▪ Arrange your assets on the time line to 
construct your video 

▪ You can add or subtract both audio and 
video tracks



Set Up 
▪ Now you are ready to import 

your assets and start editing! 
▪ Double click or navigate to 

import 
▪ You can import files or folders 

of assets



Tools
Selection (v) 

Razor (c) 

Pen (p)



Basic cutting



Editing
▪ In your project you should have 

some interview clips, a voice 
over, some room tone & 
ambient sounds 

▪ To start editing find and cut 
your best quotes and combine 
them with the voice over. 
According to your script.



Source & timeline editing
▪ Two ways to start editing your 

footage.  
▪ Source monitor; use in and out 

points and drag clips or audio 
down to time line (drag the audio 
symbol) 

▪ Time line use the razor tool (short 
cut c)



Source editing



Time line 



Audio waveform
▪ Use 

waveform to 
find gaps in 
the audio for 
interview 
cutting



Selection tool 
▪ Use 

selection 
tool to 
delete 
gaps you 
make in 
your 
timeline



Selection tool
Grab ends of audio and shorten 
lengthen clips as desired 

Grab the bottom of your audio tracks 
to make them deeper, plus and minus 
keys lengthen or shorten the view of 
tracks 

(backslash brings your project tracks to 
fit the screen)



Using the pen tool to lower 
levels

You can use the selections to raise or 
lower noise by dragging the band in 
the middle of the track 
Pen and command key makes a pen 
drop make another to selectively raise 
and lower your audio track



Transitions
Fades 

Cross fade 

Exponential fade



Multilayering + smoothing out
Once you’ve cut you bytes to your 
script. Bring your other clips into your 
piece (your room tone, other audio 
clips and perhaps music) on other 
layers 



Filters
Never rely on cleaning up sound later. 

Audition has more flexibility (we’ll look at this in more 
depth later) 

Filters are in the effects panel (Video + Audio) 

Drag and drop them in – in the effects control panel 
you can tweak the filters 

For example go into the volume (With the regular pen 
tool we are limited in the amount raise our volume – 
adding a filter gives us some extra latitude) 



Filters
Hi and lo pass filters will help with low rumbles or high 
pitches 

High and Low pass filters work by removing sounds that 
are particular frequencies. So, a low pass filter is 
designed to let low frequency sounds pass through and 
be heard provided they are below a certain 
designated frequency. High pass does the same but for 
high frequency sounds. 

Into Audition for noise print to get of consistent sounds 
or buzzes 

 



Exporting an Audio track
File > export > media (Make sure you are clicked into the timeline and it 
shows a yellow highlight line) 

Plenty of preset options for audio + video (we will go through video 
compression nest week) 

Wav file = no compression = as good as it gets: Export, this give you a 
master file 

To send or put online we want to compress and export an MP3 

Within the presets we can also make adjustments to the bitrate. If you 
are working on a short piece (a few mins long) 128 kbps is a good 
choice. If however it’s a longer file or you’re sending over and slow 
internet connection we’ll have to compress and compromise quality 
further. The lower the bitrate the more quality you’ll lose. 

Codec quality fast


